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Dates

from

to

Name of Project

from 8 March to 10 March 2019/03/08 2019/03/10 Honolulu Festival

from 2 March to 8 March

2019/03/02 2019/03/08 KABUKI IN HAWAII 2019

Organizer

Honolulu Festival
Foundation

KABUKI IN HAWAII
Executive committee

Type of Event

Venue

Exhibition, Performance /
concert, Fillm / Video
screening, Seminar /
workshop, Lecture

Performance / concert

1

Hawaii Convention
Center

Address of Venue

Description of Project

1801 Kalakaua Ave,
Honolulu, Hi 96815

The Honolulu Festivel is Hawaii's premier cultural event, promoting mutual
understanding, economic cooperation and ethnic harmony between the people of
Hawaii and the Pacific Rim region. Each year, the Festival attracts thousands of
new and returning spectators who are looking for an experience unique to Hawaii.
Through educational programs and activities sponsored by the Honolulu Festival
Foundation, the Festival has been successful in showcasing the rich and vibrant
blend of Asia, Pacific and Hawaiian cultures to the rest of the world. The three day
extravaganza takes place every year in March from Friday through Sunday.
Performers from various countries and regions such as Japan, Australia, Tahiti, the
Philippines, Taiwan, South Korea, Hawaii and the mainland United States get
together and give dance performances and traditional art demonstrations. The
Festival culminates with a spectacular parade down Kalakaua Avenue, the main
street in Waikiki. Events and activities of the Honolulu Festival take place close to
the city center, making them great outings for locals and tourists alike. Admission
to all the events is free, ensuring that everyone can take part in the Festival.
Honolulu Festival's main theme, "Pacific Harmony," reflects our vision to introduce
the diverse culture of the Pacific region to the people of Hawaii and visitors from
all over the world. It is our hope to cultivate the friendship among people of the
Pacific, and play a role in contributing to the world peace.

1770 East-West Rd,
Kennedy Theater,
Honolulu, HI 96822
University of Hawaii
／Hawaii
1801 Kalakaua Ave,
Convention Center
Honolulu, Hi 96815

As a celebration of the 150th anniversary of Japanese immigrants to Hawaii, we
will perform Kabuki performances, traditional Japanese performing arts
performances in Honolulu, Hawaii. Kabuki performance in Hawaii has been held in
1964 and 1967 in the past, the first time in 52 years. In addition to seeing it by
many Japanese immigrants, it is an opportunity to contact Japanese culture
directly through preparation, management and management of the performances.
We are also considering inviting elementary school students to the performances
and it is expected that a wide audience will visit the general public of Hawaii for
theaters, understanding and interest in Japanese traditional culture and art at a
wide range of fields and levels It is expected to be able to spread.

